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Psychosynthesis counsellor
and life coach Eve Menezes
Cunningham answers your
career queries
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PLEASE HELP!
"I head up a department and various senior
members have been displaying signs of stress everyone just seems a bit frazzled. We've had an increasing
workload over the past year and I'd really like to help
everyone to feel less stressed. What can I do?"

EVE'S TOP TIPS
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Eve says: They sound lucky to have j good hormone dopamine and will also increase
a boss who cares and wants to help.
j motivation and concentration.
As you're noticing signs from a few of
j
Many fear losing their jobs. Some may feel
them, why not invite the senior team for lunch and j apprehensive about being honest with their
bosses even though your
talk about it? You might
intention is to help. Offer
say that you appreciate
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different ways for people
their commitment
to input. The senior
regarding the increased
reWardS 111 pl3.CC
team lunch will probably
workload and give them
j highlight some ideas but
(good, hopefully) realistic
DOOStS thC ICCl-gOOd individual chats with
news regarding more
people will raise things
staff being taken on,
that they might have felt
for example, to shine
embarrassed about in
some light no matter
the group.
how far down the end
Allow people to feed
of that tunnel.
back anonymously.
Find out what would
Perhaps go old school
make a difference for
and write on paper
them in the meantime,
and drop it into an
Some might appreciate
anonymous box (maybe kept somewhere busy
flexible working options, others things like on-site
like by a printer or in the kitchen so no one feels
yoga or dance classes, or maybe some wellbeing
self-conscious using it).
workshops. By asking them what would help,
You might even put together a small
you're empowering them to talk to their teams.
committee across the department in order to
Your whole department will come up with ideas
move things forward and ensure as much
you couldn't imagine yourself. It will have the
participation as possible. Studies (unsurprisingly)
added bonus of helping everyone in the
show that people are more productive when they
department feel heard. Putting little treats in place
have more influence over their working conditions
means people (including yourself) anticipate
and environments.
rewards. This boosts our production of the feel-
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2) Give back-Create lots of small

i ^"e-inducingrewards-if there are
i department deadlines and busy
| Penods,such as end of quarter have
somethmg to look forward to once it's
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will enable everyone to celebrate each
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taumph and recharge a little.

Eve runs the Feel Better Every Day
Consultancy in Witham, Essex and
works via phone and Skype with
clients around the world. Visit
feelbettereveryday.co.uk to find out
more about her counselling, Wellbeing
at Work coaching and other services,
or phone 07584 354963 to arrange
your free consultation.
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